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Social engineering is the (morally vague) art of tricking someone out of their company’s technical secrets just by talking to them.
It often involves deceit and relies on the fact that the weakest link in any computer security system is a human.
At the annual Defcon event, held in Las Vegas this week, attendees, mostly professionals in the computer-security business,
engage in several contests. A new this one year involves launching social engineering “attacks,” where contestants must obtain
the answers to questions about a company’s security defenses. People working at big companies such as Google and Apple
failed to realize they were being social engineered by con artists.
(See our roundup of all Black Hat and Defcon stories).
This year, about 20 Defcon attendees in Las Vegas participated in the contest, which stirred a lot of controversy. The organizers
of the conference were three security experts who know how to do social engineering: Chris Hadnagy, (pictured top right)
operations manager for Offensive Security; Mati Aharoni (pictured middle), trainer of Offensive Security, and Jim O’Gorman
(pictured left) of Continuum Worldwide. They created the site www.social-engineer.org for the contest, which occurred for the
first time this year at Defcon and runs through Saturday.
The contest has proved so alarming to the targeted corporations that some called on the help of the FBI, which quizzed the
organizers on why they were doing the contest.
“We wanted to start a social engineering program because we believe in security through education,” Hadnagy said at a press
conference at Defcon.
The participants were instructing to engage in passive information gathering to find out some sensitive information, such as
where its dumpsters are located. (Dumpster diving is a common practice by hackers who want to find documents with company
secrets on them). By looking things up on the Web, the participants tried to track down company details, such as what kind of
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Web browser the employees used and what version of Adobe PDFs they were using. (The answers to these questions can be
used to launch cyberattacks against the companies.)
Tipped off by the announcement of the contest, the FBI met with the organizers ahead of time, and the organizers enlisted the
help of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a nonprofit civil-liberties advocacy group, to represent them. In that meeting the
Justice Department voiced its concerns about whether any laws would be broken in the contest. The EFF offered legal advice
about how to structure the contest; for instance, participants were not allowed to impersonate law enforcement officers during
phone calls, as that is a crime.
In almost every case, company representatives gave up secrets they should not have. The companies targeted included
Microsoft, Cisco, Apple, BP, Shell,Google, Procter & Gamble, Pepsi, Coca-Cola, and Ford. The contestants were given “flag
points” as rewards for each answer they pulled from employees.
Contestants cold-called employees to get the information. In three cases, company employees did not give any details over the
phone. But the contestants, posing as journalists or customers, still got data from every company. One contestant managed to
get an answer out of his target company in just 22 minutes. The contestant used tricks, such as preying upon emotions, by
saying that they had to finish the project and get answers that day.
Because of publicity around the case, a number of contestants dropped out. Some said their bosses would fire them if they
participated in the Defcon event.
Next Story: Push-notification platform Xtify picks up $2.8M, ramps up development
Previous Story: Security researcher explains how he hacked ATMs (videos)
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Google is a public and profitable company focused on
search services. Named for the mathematical term
"googol" Google operates web sites at many
international domains, with the most trafficked
being...More»

Overview
LOCATION: Mountain View, CA, United States
INDUSTRY: Consumer Internet
EMPLOYEES: 19600
TAGS: AdWords, Google, adsense, gmail, Search, ad

network, search engine, ads, advertising, internet,
Semantic, knol, hyperlink analysis

Financials
LATEST FUNDING: Series A (1999)
INVESTORS: Sequoia Capital, Kleiner Perkins Caufield &

Byers

Market
COMPETITORS: Yahoo, Earthmine, Excite, AOL, Ask.com,

GrayBoxx, Cuil, Blekko, ChaCha, Mahalo, Powerset,
Hakia, Publictivity, Adobe, Hi1, Microsoft, Hopstop, Jack of
All Links, Cruel World, AltaVista, Advtise.com, adUup,
Rowdii, Yandex, TigerLogic Corporation, Info, Hiogi,
BuildaSearch, samfind, Placebase, Congoo, YouTech.Tv,
Zeadoo, Alefo Interactive, Lat49, Blogonize, pressflip,
Duck Duck Go, MyWire, IMified, MSE360, iubo, IDELIX
Software, Stumpedia, bloglovin´, InMobi, Retweet.com,
dorthy.com, RebelVox, Streamy, Factery, CallSpark!,
NativeTung, Dubzer, Sarithi LocalMart, ShareGrove,
Pinyadda, Cliqset, Opera Software, Glympse, Barracuda
Networks, Smartsheet.com, Mixpanel, IngBoo, DeepDyve,
AlertMe, Ribbit, Facebook, Genieo, Flurry, topikality,
MobGold, Jolicloud, DeviceVM, Bizo, Zimbra, Plancast,
MeetingMix, ZooLoo, Airset, CalendarFly, Everbread,
Goober, Clickable, TellApart, friendsta, Adblade,
MapQuest
RELATED COMPANIES: Sportgenic, Xoost.com, Hakia, tyBit,

Inc., adUup, Tumri, Yureekah, CarOcean, Adify,
BuySellAds.com

Recent News
SEP 18, 2009

Canadian Startups to pitch to Google at Vancouver
Venture Forum
JUL 22, 2009

BizClip claims Google, Airlines & SMBs of the world will
benefit from SkyClip
MAY 21, 2009

New Logo Look
MAY 21, 2009

Netlog integrates with Google Friend Connect
MAY 21, 2009

Put the pedal to the metal with a faster Google Chrome
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Founded in 1975, Microsoft (NASDAQ: MSFT) is the
worldwide leader in software, services and solutions that
help people and businesses realize their full potential.

Overview
LOCATION: Redmond, WA, United States
INDUSTRY: Software
TAGS: word, office, Windows, excel, live, MS, Search,

energy management, software

Market
COMPETITORS: Yahoo, Apple Inc, G.ho.st, Netsuite,

Earthmine, Laszlo Systems, Collanos Software, Adobe,
Google, DataSynapse, Connectus, Sparus Software,
Gliffy, Devshop, Universant, Zui Labs, Datanamic
Solutions, Salesforce.com, ALK Solutions, Unity
Technologies, FutureIT, Avatier, iStylr, CustomShow,
Airtight Games, dorthy.com, NativeTung, Move Networks,
Opera Software, Boxee, Sun Microsystems, Gridpoint,
EnergyHub, Tibco Software, Critical Path, Take-Two
Interactive Software, Plurk, Teneros, MapQuest, Teamly,
Blekko
RELATED COMPANIES: Apparound, Inc., Redmond Pie, Gig
Junkie, Tickex, Hara, TRIRIGA, compete4yourseat.com

Recent News
JUL 24, 2009

Classic Ray-Ban - the Wayfarer and the Aviator
JUL 24, 2009

Topbuyjewelry.com
JUL 24, 2009

Topbuygucci.com
JAN 1, 2009

Rumors suggest Microsoft layoffs next month
SEP 12, 2008

Video : Microsoft Commercial - Bill Gates/Jerry Seinfeld
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Raquel Howell 5 days ago
I hate to say it but I could see myself falling for this. I guess we have to remain vigilant.
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